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QUOTIENT AND  PSEUDO-OPEN IMAGES
OF  SEPARABLE METRIC  SPACES

PAUL  L.  STRONG

Abstract. Ernest A. Michael has given a characterization of the

regular quotient images of separable metric spaces. His result is

generalized here to a characterization of the Tl quotient images of

separable metric spaces (which are the same as the Tt quotient

images of second countable spaces). This result is then used to

characterize the HausdorfF pseudo-open images of separable metric

spaces.

1. Introduction. A space is a k-space if a subset F is closed whenever

F(~\K is closed in K for every compact set K. A space is sequential if a

subset Fis closed whenever no sequence in F converges to a point not in F.

A space is Fréchet if for each subset A and point x e cl A, there is a

sequence in A converging to x. (It is easy to see that first countable spaces

are Fréchet, Fréchet spaces are sequential, and sequential spaces are

fc-spaces.)

A network in a space [1] is a collection of subsets cp such that given any

open subset U and xeU, there is a member P of cp such that x e F<= U.

A k-network (called a pseudobase by Michael [5]) is a collection of subsets

cp such that given any compact subset K and any open set U containing K,

there is a P e cp such that K^P^i U.x A cs-network [4] is a collection of

subsets cp such that given any convergent sequence xn->-x and any open

set U containing x, there is a P e cp and a positive integer m such that

{x}U{;cn|n=/w}<=Pc: U. (Note that any /c-network is a cj-network,

which is in turn a network, and any cs-network cp which is closed under

finite unions satisfies the property that given any convergent sequence

x„->-x and any open U containing {x}KJ{xn\n=\, 2, ■ • •}, there is a

Peep such that {x}KJ{xn}<=P<= U.)
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1 Paul O'Meara's definition of a ¿-network (Proc. Amer. Math. Soc. 29 (1971),

183-189) requires only that there be a finite union R of members of <p such that

K^R^U. Clearly, a space with a countable ¿-network in this sense has one in our

sense, and conversely.
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Theorem 1.    The following properties of a Tx-space X are equivalent:

(a) X is a sequential space with a countable k-network.

(b) X is a sequential space with a countable cs-network.

(c) X is a quotient space of a separable metric space.

(d) X is a quotient space of a second countable space.

For a Hausdorff space X, these properties are equivalent to

(e) X is a k-space with a countable k-network.

Michael used property (e) to characterize the regular quotient images

of separable metric spaces [5, Corollary 11.5, p. 999].2 His proof remains

valid for Hausdorff spaces.

Theorem 2. The following properties of a Hausdorff space X are

equivalent :

(a) X is a Fréchet space with a countable k-network.

(b) X is a Fréchet space with a countable cs-network.

(c) X is a pseudo-open image of a separable metric space.

(d) X is a pseudo-open image of a second countable space.

All mappings are assumed to be continuous and onto unless otherwise

noted. Many of the ideas used in proving Theorem 1 can be found in [5].

The author would like to thank his teachers, Professors M.-E.

Hamstrom and Ross L. Finney, for their advice and encouragement. He

is also indebted to the referee, whose suggestions were extremely helpful.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. The following result, which is analogous to

[5, Proposition 2.1, p. 984], will be needed.

Proposition 3. If X is a Tx sequential space with a countable cs-

network, then X has a countable k-network. In fact, any Tx quotient space

of X is a sequential space with a countable k-network

Proof. We prove the second statement, from which the first trivially

follows.

Let/: X-*- F be a quotient mapping where Y is Tv Since every quotient

space of a sequential space is sequential [2, Proposition 1.2, p. 109], we

need only show that Y has a countable ¿-network. Let y be a countable

cj-network for X which is closed under finite unions. We shall show that

cp={f(B)\B e y) is a ¿-network for Y.
Let K he a compact subset of Y contained in an open set U. Letf(Bi),

f(B2), • • • be the members of cp which are contained in U, and let An—

f(Bx)KJ- • ■ KJf(Bn). Since cp clearly forms a network in Y, we know that

Xe U L4»}- We need to show that K^An-f(Bx^- • -U5J for some n.

1 Michael calls a regular space with a countable ¿-network an X0-space.
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Assume the contrary and choosey„ in K— An for each n. Since K<= \J {An}

and since the A „'s are increasing, the set S={yn} is infinite. Since K is

compact, this set has a cluster pointy in K, so that S—{y'} is not closed

in K, and hence not in U. Now f\f~1(U) is a quotient mapping since U

is open, so f~xiS—{y'}) is not closed in f~xiU). Since open subsets of

sequential spaces are sequential [2, Proposition 1.9, p. 110], there exists

a sequence {xk} in f~x(S—{y'}) converging to a point x in f~x(U)—

f~x(S— {/}). Since Y is 7\, each/-1(y„) is closed, and so the sequence

{xk} must contain points from infinitely many of the f~xiyn)- Now

{x}U{xk} is a convergent sequence contained in an open set f~l(U),

hence we can find a member Bey such that {x}KJ{xk}<=-B<=.f~l(U).

Then f(B)<^U, so B=B„ for some n. But this implies that An contains

infinitely many of the yn's, contradicting our choice of them above. This

contradiction shows that cp is a Ac-network in Y.

We shall also use the following result, whose proof is due to Michael

[5, Proposition 10.2, p. 994].

Proposition 4 (Michael). A T0-space has a countable network if and

only if it is a continuous image of a separable metric space.

The following analogues of compact-covering maps and kiX) [5,

p. 990] will be used. A mapping/: X-+Y is sequence-covering [6] if, given

any convergent sequence yn->y0 in Y, there exists a convergent sequence

xn-*x0 in X such that fixn)=y„, n=0, 1, 2, • • • . Given a space X, let

aX [3, p. 52] be the set X with topology consisting of the sequentially

open3 sets of X.

The following facts are easily checked:

(1) aX is a sequential space.

(2) A' is a sequential space iff X=aX.

(3) X and oX have the same convergent sequences.

(4) If/: X-* Y is continuous, then so is the induced function/, : aX~*a Y.

(If U is sequentially open in Y,f~x(U) is sequentially open in X.)

The following result is analogous to [5, Lemma 11.2, p. 998] and has a

straightforward proof due to Siwiec [6, Theorem 4.1].

Proposition 5. Any sequence-covering mapping whose range is se-

quential is a quotient mapping.

Finally, we have the following analogue to [5, Theorem 11.4, p. 998].

3 A subset U of X is sequentially open if each sequence in X converging to a point in

U is eventually in U.
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Theorem 6.    The following properties of a Tx-space are equivalent:

(a) X has a countable cs-network.

(b) X is the image, under a sequence-covering mapping, of a separable

metric space.

(c) aX is the image, under a sequence-covering quotient mapping, of a

separable metric space.

(d) aX is a quotient space of a separable metric space.

(e) cX is a quotient space of a second countable space.

The proof is analogous to Michael's:

(a)—>-(b). Let X be a F0-space with a countable «-network cp. Let

S={0}'vJ{1/m|;i=1, 2, • • •} with topology inherited from the real line.

Let Xs be the set of mappings from 5 into X (i.e., the set of convergent

sequences in X) with the compact-open topology. Then Xs is a F0-space

with a countable network. (Letting y be a countable basis for 5 which is

closed under finite unions, the set of finite intersections of sets of the form

{u e Xs\u(c\ 0cF}, where Qey and P e cp, form a network for Xs.)

Hence, by Proposition 4, there exists a separable metric space M and a

mapping g: M->-Xs.

Let co : Xs x S-+X be the evaluation mapping w(u, s)=u(s). (co is

continuous since S is compact.) It is easily checked that/=«o(gx ls)

is a sequence-covering mapping from M x S to X.

(b)-»(c). This follows easily from the facts about aX quoted above

and from Proposition 5.

(c)—(d)—(e).    Obvious.

(e)-"(a). By Proposition 3, aX has a countable cr-network which, by

fact (3) above, is also a countable es-network for X.

Proof of Theorem 1. All implications except (e)->-(a) are either

obvious or follow trivially from Theorem 6 or Proposition 3.

(e)-»-(a). Let X be a Hausdorff ¿-space with a countable ¿-network cp.

We must show that X is sequential. If fcX is not closed, then there is a

compact subset K of X such that Fr\K is not closed in K. Since

{KC\P\P e cp} is a countable ¿-network for K, K is a metric space [4,

Property C, p. 983]. ({\ntK(KC\P)\P e cp} is a countable basis for K.)

Since F Hi K is not closed in K, there exists a sequence in Ft~\K converging

to a point in K—(FC\K). Hence we have a sequence in F converging to

a point not in F.

3. Proof of Theorem 2. We shall use the following proposition which

has an easy proof due to S. P. Franklin (see [2, Proposition 2.3, p. 113]).

Proposition 7. (i) Iff:X-> Y is a quotient mapping and Y is Hausdorff

and Fréchet, then f is pseudo-open, (ii) // X is Fréchet and f:X-*Y is

pseudo-open, then Y is Fréchet.
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Proof of Theorem 2.   (a)->-(b).   Obvious.

(b)-»-(c). If X is a Fréchet space with a countable cs-network, then,

by Theorem 1, there exists a separable metric space M and a quotient

mapping/: M->X. By Proposition 7,/is pseudo-open.

(c)—»(d).   Obvious.
(d)-»-(a). If X is a pseudo-open image of a second countable space,

then X is Fréchet by Proposition 7, and X has a countable /c-network by

Theorem 1.
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